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Charlemagne Prize 2018

Photo by Melanie Becker
Members of Force and Component Headquarters pictured with this years Charlemagne Prize Winner, Emmanuel Macron, the President of France.
Story continued on page 8 and 9

Profits from Oktoberfest
donated to local school projects
Story by Master Sgt. Alex Gieswein
On Wednesday, 9 May 2018,
Brigadier Geneneral Karsten Stoye,
Component Commander, and Master
Sgt. Alex Gieswein, Chairman of
the German non-commissioned
officer camaraderie (DUK) handed
over cheques to 14 different local
organizations. A fact that might
not be widely known is that the

DUK takes all profits from the
Oktoberfest festival and donates it
to charitable causes in the base’s
local area. This year, the donations
were given to multiple school and
kindergarten associations.
“We like to share these profits and
therefore we donate to our local
community” said Brigadier General
Karsten Stoye. “With this money we

can support projects which would not
be possible otherwise”, Master Sgt.
Alex Gieswein added.
The E-3A Component Oktoberfest
with 3,500 visitors is a fixed event for
many citizens of Geilenkirchen and its
surrounding areas.
The planning for the next Oktoberfest,
scheduled for the weekend of 22 and

23 September, has already started. On
Sunday, the family day; the planned
entertainment will include a magician,
bouncy house, face-painting and an
E-3A aircraft with static-display to
show how the people work when they
are in the air, and many more!
Institutions and associations that have
projects in the pipeline next year can
apply for donations.
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With the Commander’s Corner, our NAEW&C Force Commander
and E-3A Commander give the opportunity to wing and squadron
commanders, and branch and division heads to share their
thoughts about current topics taking place at NATO Air Base
Geilenkirchen. Every month a different writer will highlight a
specific topic concerning their discipline.

ON THE IMPORTANCE OF SETTING PRIORITIES
Have you ever heard the expression
“if everything is a priority, nothing
is a priority?” All of us have
probably seen that phenomenon
from time to time. Thank you
for the opportunity to offer a
few thoughts as we continue our
journey of continuous improvement
at NATO Air Base Geilenkirchen.
As you are acutely aware, we have
endured tremendous turbulence in
the last three years in the wake of
the 2015 Peacetime Establishment
adjustment. While we must always
be prepared to provide world class
battle management, command
and control with our fleet of
magnificent E-3As when called
upon, how we deliver mission
success has fundamentally changed
with less people, less aircraft
and less money in our budget.
Quite simply, we now have to
prioritize and balance competing
requirements (or wants) in a way
we have not in the past.
ENDSTATE
We navigate challenges every
day with our families, friends,
organizations, trying to decide
what our goals are…where to live,
what to eat, how to pay the bills,
etc? How do we go about making
decisions? Our desired end state
informs prioritization based on
budget, time, available resources
and risk acceptance. The North
Atlantic Council communicated
its strategic priority loud and
clear to NATO and SACEUR by
directing a 763-person reduction
in the Force, a consolidation of
international military headquarters

at Geilenkirchen, the retirement
of three aircraft and a substantial
budget reduction. Using these NACdirected planning factors, the Force
embarked upon the most substantial
reorganization in its history with
fiscal constraint as the overarching
factor.
EFFICIENCY
What does fiscal constraint drive? It
forces us to think, to gain efficiencies
where able, to turn challenges
into opportunities and to drive
priorities at the organizational level.
You are very ably supporting four
major operational taskings while
simultaneously supporting three major
aircraft modifications, resulting in a
maximum effort across the Force, with
little margin for additional effort. We
accomplish this magic by setting the
correct priorities. While we assume
we will have 100% PE manning, this
is unlikely due to the accession and
training timelines for both military
and civilian personnel. Plus with our
greatly reduced workforce, we lost
surge capacity we possessed in the
past. Clearly, efficiency has a limit,
when we reach a point at which we
cannot “do more with less,” causing
us to recommend whether we should
continue to carry out all of the tasks
as we did in the past.
FLEXIBILITY
We prioritize daily operations based
on risk, whether something is urgent,
important or a longer term issue.
While we often consume our daily
energy “fighting fires,” many things
are not urgent, meaning they can
probably wait. If we are constantly
HQ NAEW&C Force Commander
Maj. Gen. Dawn M. Dunlop
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fighting fires, our long term ability
to plan and prioritize suffers, because
let’s face it, there are a finite number
of hours in the day. Flexibility does
not translate into liberally interpreting
technical orders and established
policy but demands mental agility and
critical thinking on the part of our
very talented workforce. Furthermore,
I submit that leaders can set the tone
for how an organization approaches
priorities based on a flexible outlook,
hopefully injecting calm and
process into what can be chaos and
disorganization.
PROCESS
In the absence of manpower and
money, our imperative for mission
success has compelled us to establish
process where process did not
previously exist, based on priorities.
Process guides how we approach
requirements, manpower, flight and
ground safety, test and evaluation,
modernization and airworthiness.
Additionally, the use of relevant
metrics allows us to measure whether
we are meeting our established
priorities, such as mission capability
rates for our aircraft. Ideally,
process helps us to prioritize what is
important and injects repeatability
and sustainability into our short and
long term organizational imperatives.
TYING IT ALL TOGETHER
We balance risk daily from the highest
to the lowest levels. Clearly, the
political appetite for NATO AWACS
employment must be tempered as our
capacity is not as robust as previous.
Setting and executing priorities
enables us to get the mission done,

realizing there are always tradeoffs
and perhaps the assumption of
longer term risk. For instance, we
may not have a second shift in a
particular shop due to manpower
or safety considerations. That
might be okay, as long as it is
communicated properly with the
chain of command.
THANK YOU
In closing, I’d like to express
my profound pride for what you
do every day, for NATO, for your
countries and the Force. My family
and I are enormously privileged to
be a part of the NATO AWACS team,
even if just for a small slice of
the program’s storied history. The
culture of excellence you embody,
balancing competing priorities
while looking out for one another is
the envy of any large organization.
The E-3A fleet will remain viable
and in demand through at least
2035. However, with an aging
airframe, limited aircraft and a
smaller workforce, we as a Force
will continually need to juggle
priorities to meet the mission
while maintaining and upgrading
our E-3s. Prioritization requires
your input, your innovation and
speaking “truth to power.” You, our
magnificent workforce are our most
precious resource and our ultimate
priority! Teammates, thank you for
allowing me the time to comment.
Keep up the great work!

Col. Michael Mote
Commander, Logistics Wing
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New cat-place where your cat can
move freely. Roomy outside place,
playgrounds, central heated.
Grooming salon, also Do-It-Yourself
wash salon for pets.

Opening hours:
Monday-Saturday 08:00-12:00 and
16:00-19:00 hrs.
Sundays and holidays closed for
bringing in or picking-up.

for 41 years the address where your pet feels at home
AH AH Landgraaf • phone +31 (0)45 5317217
Vogelzankweg 230 • NL-6374
www.dierenhotelabdissenbosch.nl (also in English und auch im Deutsch)

This could have been
your advertisement

TAX FREE SHOPPING AT

B I G C H O I C E I N FAS H I O N A N D S H O ES
FO R M E N A N D W O M E N O F A L L A G ES A N D S I ZES

SITTARD • RIJKSWEG NOORD 22 [ ENTRANCE TROUGH FREE PARKINGGARAGE AT WALRAMSTRAAT 18]
ROERMOND • NASSAUSTRAAT 80 ( FOLLOW H LAURENTIUS )
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Joseph M. McDade Jr. Principal, Deputy General Counsel of the Air Force
17 April 2018
Story by Fg Off Alex Allsebrook
On the 17th April 2018 the Principle
and Deputy of the Air Force General
Counsel Visited the NAEW&C Force,
Geilenkirchen as part of their tour
of NATO bases in Germany. The

Baltic Defence
College visit
Story by Fg Off Matt Scott
Photo by Melanie Becker
On the 17th May 2018, NATO Air Base
Geilenkirchen played host to 33 staff
and students of the Baltic Defence
College. The group, who have been
traveling Europe as part of their
learning package, had an interesting
afternoon of briefings, headed by
Colonel Harald Borst (NAEW+CF
Representative to SHAPE), on the
NATO Airborne Early Warning and
Control Force, its operations past and
present, the future of the Force and
its current modernization programme.
Following this, the group then had
a tour of an E-3A aircraft before
concluding the day with a debriefing
in the Main Briefing Facility.

General Counsel is the chief legal
officer and chief ethics official
of the Department of the Air
Force. Mr Joseph M. McDade Jr
(AFGC Principle), was greeted by
Air Commodore Andrew Martin
(Deputy Force Commander), Mr

George Riebling (NAPMA Dep GM) and
Colonel Michael Mote (Logistics Wing
Commander) where they were given
an introductory brief on both what
we do here at GK and the role of the
NAPMA Agency. A good exchange
occurred between the Force and the

AFGC and both Mr Mcdade and Mr
Smith (AFGC Deputy) were pleased
with their visit, and continued onto
Ramstein later on in the day to
continue their tour.
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Saturday
18 August 2018 from 16 hours
Fon:
0049-2454/1414
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The big Hauswww.facebook.com/haushamacher
Hamacher Summerparty
www.facebook.com/haushamacher
bbq and Spanish buffet - Sangria

WWW.Haus-Hamacher.de
www.Haus-Hamacher.de
Live Music and DJ - plenty of mood inside and outside
www.facebook.com/haushamacher
Phone +49 (0)24 54 - 14 14
www. Haus-Hamacher.de

Special Promotion:
Book now and receive

FREE CAR RENTAL

unique handmade home
& fashion accessories

with minimum 10-night stay*

* Visit
www.langbro.de
for details and restrictions
Apartments feature:
• With or Without Kitchen
• TV/DVD player and hundreds
of titles
• English language programming
with SKY Satellite
• Free wireless, local and international calling
Free washer & dryer
Sauna / Tanning Bed / Aerobics
Trainer/Weight Machine

visit us online:

www.nooosugar.nl

YOUR AUTHORIZED
HONDA & ACURA PARTNER
! ONLY 15 MINUTES FROM GK !
Complimentary
coffee & tea bar

Different models of the largest engine manufacturer in the world!
Honda CR-V, Honda HR-V, Honda Civic Tourer, Honda Civic
and Honda Jazz
Take advantage of our large inventory of new vehicles and day permits!
Attractive discounts and TAX FREE

Brauereistraße 4
Gangelt-Langbroich
+ 49 (0)2454 936555
Brauhaus@langbro.de
www.langbro.de

Call Oliver Lorenz at +492452951014
lorenz@autohaus-conen.de

Service & parts for american & european spec. HONDA & ACURA
Glass exchange • Bodyshop • paint shop • Car detailing
TAX FREE

Call Ralf Stegemann at +492452951018
stegemann@autohaus-conen.de

Call Bernd Sauren at +492452951017
lager@autohaus-conen.de

Conen GmbH - Erkelenzer Str. 76
52525 Heinsberg-Dremmen

Jüder Str. 1

52134 Herzongenrath

phone: +49 2451 68001

fax: +49 2406 79783
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NATO AWACS attracts crowds
during Berlin Exhibition
Story Major Johannes Glowka
Photos courtesy NAEW&C Force E-3A
Component crew
The International Aviation and
Space Technology Exhibition 2018

(ILA) opened its gates to the public
for roughly 75,000 visitors each day
between 25 to 29 May 2018. With
150,000 visitors and 3,300 media
and 37 nations attending this ILA.

ever. The general public are astonished
by the fact that NATO allows access to
one of its assets. ‘The Soviets would
never have done this’ is the general
remark that regularly follows - with a
smile.

The public interest concerning the
aircraft and the organization it stands
for is constantly high, especially in
the current climate with the new type
of threat. Having ‘NATO’s flagship’ on
the ground during events like the ILA
’18 is an unbeatable advantage when it
comes to the promotion of the world’s
largest military alliance.

Crew members of the NAEW&C Force
E-3A Component with support from
the German National Support Unit
prepared the NATO E-3A for a major
walk through of around 8,500 visitors
per day.
Still, even after more than 35 years
of service, the NATO E-3A attracts the
crowds. With its rotodome, the AWACS
surmounts all other aircraft and has a
fixed place in air shows across Europe.
It is fruitful to explain the military
and political role of the E-3A, the
Force and NATO in general.
The NATO E-3A is not just ‘a plane’. It
stands for a whole organization - the
strongest and largest military alliance

Chinook lands at Geilenkirchen

Photo courtesy 38 Group, Royal Air Force

Story by Fg Off Matt Scott
While hearing aircraft taking off and landing here at GK is a daily
occurrence it is not often you hear the thud of the twin rotor Chinook
helicopter.
The 24th of April saw such an aircraft from 27 Squadron Royal Air Force (RAF)
land at GK on its way to the ILA Berlin Airshow. The visit was short, only
enough time for a crewman to jump out and photograph the iconic aircraft
alongside an E-3A.

The Chinooks journey from RAF Odiham in Hampshire, UK to Berlin was littered
with visits to airfields across North Rhine Westphalia; a tribute to the former
presence the RAF had in the region and as part of 27 Squadrons RAF100
celebrations. The aircraft also visited Wildenrath, Bruggen, Gutersloh and
Laarbruch, with the later once serving as the aircrafts home.
2018 also sees the 70th anniversary of the commencement of the Berlin Airlift
of which 27 Squadron took part in, albeit flying a very different aircraft to
today; a Douglas Dakota cargo plane.

Charlemagne
On the 10 May 2018 the annual
Ascension Day awarding of
Charlemagne Prize took place in
Aachen.

President Macron becomes the ninth
Frenchman to be recognized since its
inception in 1950 and the first since
2001.

show the right way forward, and
promote the right kind of contagious
enthusiasm needed to overcome the
European crisis.

The Charlemagne Prize honors
exceptional work performed in the
service of European unity.

He received the prize in recognition
of his vision of a new Europe and of
the re-establishment of the European
project, of a new European sovereignty
and a close, restructured cooperation
between peoples and nations. His
passion for and commitment to
Europe, his advocacy of cohesion and
commonality, and his decisive stance
against all forms of nationalism and
isolationism set the right example,

Over the course of 9 and 10 May our
Air Base saw several VVIP transits.
The German Chancellor, Angela
Merkel, along with the award winner,
President Macron transited through
the base on the way to the ceremony.
Joining them was one of Europe’s
Royal Heads of State, King Felipe VI of
Spain.

It can be bestowed upon public
figures or bodies who are active
in the areas of literature, science,
economics or politics and are
distinguished by their outstanding
work towards European unity or
cooperation between its states.
This year, the President of France,
Emmanuel Macron was awarded
the prestigious honor by the
Mayor of Aachen, Marcel Philipp,
and head of the Charlemagne Prize
Committee.

Prize 2018

OFFICIAL VOLVO MILITARY/DIPLOMAT/EXPAT
SALES AGENT
FOR NATO AIRBASE GEILENKIRCHEN,
JFC HQ BRUNSSUM & U.S. ARMY GARRISSON SCHINNEN

CUSTOM BUILD YOUR VOLVO

M O R E TH A N

50 YEARS

R
· VOLVO FACTORY WARRANTY
VO LV O D EA LE
· HOME SHIPMENT PROGRAM INCLUDED*
· US, CANADIAN AND EUROPEAN SPECS SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
· GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES AND HIGHEST SERVICE
· BODY AND PAINT SHOP
JUST 15KM FROM GEILENKIRCHEN, 8KM FROM BRUNSSUM AND 2 KM FROM SCHINNEN!

Auto Kallen | Rijksweg Zuid 320 - Geleen | The Netherlands
Tel+31 (0)46 - 423 86 86 | Contact person r.vossen@autokallen.nl

www.autokallen.nl

MILITARY DISCOUNT CENTRE

*ONLY U.S. & CANADIAN SPECS

JAGUAR LAND ROVER NATO TAX FREE SALES

WHY BUY A QUALITY CAR?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Quality
Quality
Quality
Quality
Quality

cars
cars
cars
cars
cars

are designed and manufactured to last much longer
transport you and your family in the safest environment.
have exceptional resale values
are reliable
are a pleasure to own

WHY BUY BMW , VOLVO or MERCEDES?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

BMW ,VOLVO and MERCEDES are your Quality cars
MASSIVE Military Discounts (Buy Quality for the price of an Average car)
FREE Home Shipment to the U.S.A or CANADA when you return home
FREE Service and Maintenance for 3 Years (U.S. Volvo models)
FREE European Breakdown/Recovery (incl. Hotel, flights home, rental car)
FREE 4 Year Warranty (3 year EU models)
FREE 12 Year Anti Corrosion guarantee
Purchase Price in YOUR Currency and protected against price increases

WHY BUY FROM ROADCRAFT?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

ROADCRAFT guarantee you the lowest price
ROADCRAFT guarantee the highest level of service
ROADCRAFT deliver to your Military Base
ROADCRAFT have over 30 years experience selling to Military/Diplomats
ROADCRAFT provide 24/7 LIFETIME SUPPORT- Unique in car sales
ROADCRAFT do not believe in pressure selling.
We value and respect our customers!

OVER 20%
savings OFF
Tax-Free prices
www.MilitaryTaxfreeCars.com / ceo@MilitaryTaxFreeCars.com
direct lines: 0031 646855537

The New Discovery Sport combines
Design excellence, engineering integrity and exceptional
versatility to create a PEMIUM COMPACT SUV.

Jaguar XE from:
£ 19,067.00*
Discovery Sport from: £ 23,035.00*
*RHD, LHD prices per individual quotation

Jaguar XE
So Distinctive, So Instinctive, So Alive

Jaguar Land Rover offer direct factory prices to all NATO serving personnel through the TDMS
service.
We offer LHD vehicles built specifically to your country specifications.
To obtain further information, please contact our dedicated military sales team.
The only authorised supplier of Jaguar Land Rover cars to HM forces.
Peter Thomas
Jaguar Land Rover NATO Sales
Lilienthalallee 100
BLDG 81 ROOM 25
52511 Geilenkirchen
+49 2451 634060
+49 2451 9154232
Mobile +31652303151
E-Mail elmpttaxfree@t-online.de or pete.thomas@grantandgreen..de
Web www. grantandgreen.de
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In the
Spotlight

Ms. Ingrid Neuhalfen-Trepper
International Youth Activities Program
Director
27 years at GK
Reprinted by Staff Sgt. Alexandra M. Longfellow
Ms. Ingrid Neuhalfen-Trepper

Many of you who read the Skywatch will have noticed on page 13 the many
activities available to you and your families. Several of these are hosted
by the International Youth Activities Program. The IYA offers programs for
children and families in the fields of leisure, care and instructional classes.
In general, the program offers children and their families the opportunity to
enjoy their leisure hours, side-by-side with other nationalities. Which could
not have been made possible without the dedicatin of Ms. Ingrid NeuhalfenTrepper.
“This experience gives them a better understanding of different lifestyles,
contributes to an atmosphere of tolerance and lessens the gap between
cultures,”
Each program has its benefits. The IYA Summer Break Program is not only
great for parents who have to work, but for children to come and try new
experiences and make new friends.
“Parents should feel sure that there is a program where their kids are secure
while also having fun”
The IYA offers our youth a spacious well-equipped facility with games for
different age groups, a large multi-purpose room, rooms for crafts and movies
and a dining area. In addition, there is a large playground with a picnic
pavilion, a basketball court and table tennis.
“The possibilities for playing are varied,” Neuhalfen-Trepper said. “There is
table soccer, LEGOs, board games, and outdoor toys and equipment.”
Regarding the weather, the IYA is very flexible—outdoor activities can be
moved inside. When it is nice and warm, the children can visit the base
swimming pool in the afternoons. “Every Wednesday, the IYA offers a
field trip to an attractive destination such as an amusement park or zoo,”
Neuhalfen-Trepper said. It even offers several classes and events not only
for children but for youths and adults. Members of the base can sign up for

instructional classes such as swimming for beginners and advanced, mixed
martial arts, music lessons, fitness classes such as Yoga, meditation and
massage therapy. Language classes are offered in cooperation with AntonHeinen-Volkshochschule Heinsburg, for various levels of German and English
classes for adults. There are even German language training classes for
children which is very helpful for children who need to attend German school
and arrive here from their home countries without speaking German.
The Centre can also be rented for family celebrations, parties or special
events. For more information on the IYA program, keep an eye out in the
Component Bulletin and the back of the Skywatch for future events.
The IYA is also looking for a Dance Instructor in order to resume their Dance
classes. If interested please contact Ms. Ingrid Neuhalfen-Trepper at ext.
4954.

Vacancy Announcement
Division Head (Airworthiness Advisor-Operations), Advertisement
Number 180368, Grade A-5
Closing date: 07 June 2018.
Senior Engineer – Test Manager, Advertisement Number 180344, Grade A-3
Closing date: 26 June 2018
For further details, please visit the HQ NAEW&C FORCE GK (WSS) Portal
under HEADQUARTERS NAEW&C FORCE/Personnel and Manpower Division/
Civilian Personnel Branch/CPB Recruitment/Recruitment, the official HQ
NAEW&C FORCE GK Internet Home Page (www.awacs.nato.int), or review the
advertisement posted in Building 8.
NOTE: Only applications of qualified personnel will be considered.

Park het Plateau, a new attraction in Brunssum!
A magniﬁcent activity has joined to the Schutterspark: Climbing, archery and bike. It is all
possible in a nice piece of forest and natural
scenery between the Teverenerheide and the
Brunssumerheide.

Climbin
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Bike
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archery
Reservations via +31 (0) 6 2730 8115
www.parkhetplateau.nl

Arching in a real archery forest where, under the
guidance of an instructor, you can challenge
your colleagues or family members. Climbing in
the climbing forest with 4 different routes, each
one ending in an aerial runway. A climbing
forest, constructed and inspected according to
the European standard EN 15567. Recognized
instructors are permanently present.
The park is open from 10 a.m. Park het Plateau
is illuminated, so it is possible to climb in a
fairy-like atmosphere. Beautiful terraces will
provide you with a fresh pint of beer, a good
glass of wine or several soft drinks. A delicious
lunch or BBQ at the end will make your day
perfect. Groups on request. In the weekends it is
advisable to make a reservation.
Park het Plateau is within easy reach from the
big carpark at Ganzepool 17 in Brunssum,
between the Westgate and HQ Brunssum.
English and German spoken.
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International Norms and Standards
at work with the NAEW&C Force
Story by Theo Collijn
Photo by Melanie Becker
International Norms & standards
(IN&Ss) were established in
the middle of the 19th century.
International Norms and Standards
cover almost all aspects from
technology and businesses and
bring benefits in terms of reducing
costs, enhancing performance and
improving safety. Standards are
voluntary which means that there
is no automatic legal obligation
to apply them. However, laws and
regulations may refer to standards
and even make compliance with
them compulsory. They have
meanwhile developed into a global
coverage.
Many standards also directly
impact NAEW&C Force activities.
Internationally agreed best
practices ensure compatibility and
interoperability of components,
products and services. For instance
in the area of infrastructure,
quality management, airworthiness,
ground safety and environmental
protection these International have
become indispensable. Mr. Josef
Hess, Ground Safety officer of the
NAEW&C Force continues to say ‘In
the area of machine safety, European
norms and their respective national
implementations in the last 20 years
have become the most important
source of reference for manufacturers
and users likewise. Hence, unimpeded
access to these norms is indispensable
for safe operations in our
organization.’
When following internationally agreed
standards, Professionals within the
NAEW&C Force can have confidence
that services or products are safe,
reliable and of good quality. Mr.
Sebastian Kirschner Quality Engineer
of the Force Headquarters Quality
Management Branch elaborates “IN&S
have entered the NAEW&C Force in
various areas such as Quality and Risk
Management. For the Depot Level
Maintenance Programme (DLM) they
are providing the assurance that
28 Source of Repairs (SORs) within
different countries are working in
accordance to the same principles
and guidelines. This provides us a
common accepted understanding and
foundation to our quality and risk
requirements.”
Norms and Standards offices exist
at the international, continental
and national level. The most famous

Institute at the International level
is the International Standardization
Organization (ISO) with more than
160 member nations and over 22
thousand standards. European Norms
(EN) are documents that have been
ratified by one of the three European
Standardization Organizations (ESOs).
Also individual nations have developed
their own standards e.g. Deutsches
Institut fuer Normung (DIN) in
Germany. Finally NATO has developed
Allied Quality Assurance Publications
(AQAPs). These NATO AQAPs are an
integral part of contracts awarded
in the military field involving NATO
member countries.
The IN&Ss structure is already complex
but in addition to the international,
national and NATO standards, there
are less common standards which
may also be important for specific
functional areas within the NAEW&C
Force. Mr. Leon Koolen, Flight
Simulation Training Device Quality and
Compliance manager explains. ‘This
is for example the case for the Flight
Simulation Training Devices (FSTDs).
In order to qualify the FSTDs to the
highest level of fidelity, a full-blown
compliance management system
is required, and an important part
thereof is monitoring all International
and local standards as well as any
other documentation which is part of
the regulatory framework.’
Recently, The NAEW&C Force selected
a tool called Perinorm to manage its
International Norms and Standards.
This software is exploited by Beuth

Verlag, a daughter of the German
DIN organization and one of Europe’s
largest publishing agencies.
Perinorm is a database for searching
and managing standards, technical
rules, legislation of technical
relevance, etc. Perinorm contains more
than 2.2 million metadata records.
New collections are continually being
added, whilst historical records are
kept in the database. Also the data
are automatically updated as changes
occur.
Introducing the Perinorm knowledge
base into the NAEW&C Force has
many benefits to those that manage
processes and projects requiring
compliance with established Norms
and Standards.
The E-3A Component’s Central Registry
(COMCR) has accepted the role of
International Norms and Standards

process owner for the entire NAEW&C
Force. Emphasis is currently on
developing processes, fine-tuning
the Perinorm software, optimizing
licensing and purchasing conditions
and establishing a community of
interest. Mr. Michael Strauss from the
MSEC engineering Assurance Branch
is pleased with this new service and
states ‘With PERINORM the COMCR
team provides the best practice and
the most comprehensive service for
the ISO 9001 certified Management
System of MSEC. Here we have
one source and easy access to the
relevant Norms, Standards, Rules or
Regulations, either industry, national
or multi-national.’
Individuals or offices interested in
getting more information on the
subject matter are free to contact
COMCR.
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JUNE
June
/ July

Visit the Services Branch WSS Web Page for the latest program information and upcoming events
POC: IYA Events: Mrs Neuhalfen, ext. 6033; Sports Events: Mr Henrichs, ext. 6060; Food Services: Mr Peeters, ext. 6023
2 Jun: Schinnen organised day trip to Disneyland Paris
Spend the day in Disneyland Paris. Includes: Roundtrip Motor Coach
Transportation, 1 Hopper Ticket with access to Disneyland Park & Walt Disney
Studios Park.
Price $145.00 per adults, $139.00 per children 3-11 and $89.00 per children
0-2. RESERVATION IS REQUIRED. For more information call Schinnen Outdoor
Recreation DSN 360-7560 / Com 0031-(0)46-443-7560. Email: mark.e.boggess.
naf@mail.mil
5 & 7 Jun: Thrift Shop special sales
50% off all items marked with a yellow sticker!
9 Jun: International Dog Biathlon
The Security Squadron, MWA and Base Support Wing proudly present the 2.
edition of the International Dog Biathlon. Dog handlers and their dogs come
from various countries like Switzerland, Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany.
The competition itself comprises a track from 8kms length with multiple
obstacles from different nature and a live shooting part. The main event area
is setup around the E-3A Club. There, visitors find the start and finish lines
including various obstacles/challenges and spectator areas. Around the new
gym further attractions like live shooting and more obstacles can be visited.
Furthermore refreshments and specialities from the BBQ, provided by MWA and
Base Support Wing, will make it a perfect day. All Component members and
their families are kindly invited to join this event.
Competitors: The competition is also open to any Component member or
dependant, who owns a dog. It is important, that both runner and dog are fit,
since the track is very challenging!
Supporters: If you would like to support, please contact us via phone or
Component email (POCs see below). Also spread the word to your people, who
don’t have an own NATO email account.
Opening: 0800, First starter at 0900 POCs: OR-7 Martin Kreuter, SWSF, ext. 4837
and OR-8 Steffen Rothe, SWSF, ext. 4857.
11 Jun: Registration starts for summer Soccer Camp (13 – 17 Aug)
For children 7 – 15 years old. Cost: € 135,00 per child. Registration will end on
Friday, 6 July or as soon as the maximum capacity has been reached (i.e. 50
participants). The Summer Soccer Camp starts on Monday 13 August, from 08.45
till 16.00 hrs and will last till Friday 17 August. T-shirt, Surprise gift, Lunch and
lessons are included. For more information please contact the Sports Department
at ex. 6061.

16 Jun: Schinnen organised day trip to Operation Market-Garden
Come with us to Operation Market-Garden - A Bridge Too Far -. Explore the
National Liberation Museum and relive the liberation by the American, British,
Canadian and Polish troops. Afternoon battlefield tour with guide. Price $59 per
person. Included in Tour Price: Round trip Coach Transportation, Entrance into
Liberation Museum, Battlefield Tour with English speaking guide. Not-Included:
Expenses of personal nature. Bagged Lunch is recommended. Registration
Deadline: June 6. For more information call Schinnen Outdoor Recreation DSN
360-7560 / Com 0031-(0)46-443-7560. Email: mark.e.boggess.naf@mail.mil
23 Jun: Schinnen organised clay pigeon & small caliber shooting
On Saturday, 23 June, challenge yourself to a fun and enjoyable experience.
Certified instructors will ensure safety. 18 years and older allowed to join. Price:
$89.00 per person, it includes entrance fees to ranges, transportation and gun
rentals and ammo. For more information call Schinnen Outdoor Recreation DSN
360-7560 / Com 0031-(0)46-443-7560. Email: mark.e.boggess.naf@mail.mil
14 Jul: Schinnen organised day trip to Amsterdam
Spend the day in Amsterdam. See the Old Masters at the Rijksmuseum, visit the
EYE film institute, take a canal cruise, visit the Anne Frank House, come face
to face with original Van Gogh paintings, go beer tasting at a windmill. Price
$49.00 per person. Price is for transportation only. Reservation is required. For
more information call Schinnen Outdoor Recreation DSN 360-7560 / Com 0031(0)46-443-7560. Email: mark.e.boggess.naf@mail.mil
20 Jul – 23 Jul: Schinnen organised trip to Normandy, France
Weekend trip to the D-Day Landing Beaches, Memorial & Battle Monuments in
Normandy, France. 2018 Marks the 74th Anniversary. Included in Tour Price:
Round trip Coach Transportation, 3 overnights with breakfast in ***Hotel,
Professional Guide on Sat 21 & Sun 22 Jul. Not Included: Expenses of personal
nature. Admission Fees to Museums, Memorials, Battle Monuments, etc. NO
CHILDREN DISCOUNTS. NO FAMILY ROOMS AVAILABLE. Price $399.00 per person
in Twin/Double room, Twin Room = 2 person room with 2 x 1 beds, Double
room = 2 person room with 1 x 2 person bed. Minimum/Maximum occupancy
2 individuals; $549.00 per person in Single room. Here are some of the area’s
we visit: Merville = Battery, Benouville = Pegasus Bridge, Courseulles Sur Mer =
Juno Beach, Arromanches = Artificial Port, Longues Sur Mer = Battery, Colleville
Sur Mer = Normandy Cemetery, Omaha Beach, Pointe Du Hoc, Utah Beach and
St. Mere Eglise. Assigned seating on first come and pay basis. REGISTRATION
REQUIRED. For more information call Schinnen Outdoor Recreation DSN 3607560 / Com 0031-(0)46-443-7560. Email: mark.e.boggess.naf@mail.mil

WE FOCUS ON CARS.
The Volkswagen & Audi specialists in the Tri-Border region.

Karl-Heinz Purrio
Location manager Audi
Fon (02451) 9870-38
karl-heinz.purrio@
jacobs-gruppe.de

Gerd Caron
Sales consultant
Fon (02451) 9870-25
gerd.caron@
jacobs-gruppe.de

Alexander Sieprath
Sales consultant
Fon (02451) 9870-26
alexander.sieprath@
jacobs-gruppe.de

Visit us at Jacobs Automobile Geilenkirchen
Landstraße 48+50 in 52511 Geilenkirchen.

Pascal Schüren
Sales consultant
Fon (02451) 9870-594
pascal.schueren@
jacobs-gruppe.de

Kostas Sachinidis
Sales consultant
Fon (02451) 9870-591
kostas.sachinidis@
jacobs-gruppe.de

We are looking forward to your visit!
Audi Zentrum Aachen • Jacobs Automobile GmbH
Landstraße 48 + 50 · 52511 Geilenkirchen
Fon (02451) 98 700 · Fax (02451) 6 67 88
info@jacobs-geilenkirchen.de
www.jacobs-gruppe.de

www.jacobs-gruppe.de

Automobile Geilenkirchen

come
visit us!

BUILDING

available

Business Mobil M

5 gb

Highspeed-Volumen mtl.
Flat mobile calls
in all German networks
Surf flat with LTE Max
Smartphone
new: BusinessPlus
+ One Number
+ Business VoiceMail
+ Business Service
+ Data Flex Option

P 20 lite
available in black

1
€
in the tariff Business Mobil M

only

45,57 €

1

brutto mtl.

stream on music
Stream music on the go
without consumption of
data volume

with smartphone 1

air base - building 81
phone number: 0 24 51 / 482 32 93
1) Find out more at our store.

